Actin is a globular protein that is the most abundant protein in mammalian cells, often accounting for $10\%$ or more of total protein ([@r1]). The importance of actin arises from the ability of actin monomers (G-actin) to polymerize into filaments of micron-length scale (F-actin) that are one of the main constituents of the cytoskeleton and fulfill many roles ([@r2][@r3]--[@r4]): located under the surface of the plasma membrane, actin filaments, together with the contractile protein myosin, form a cortical network that is responsible for shape and mechanical stability of the cell surface ([@r5], [@r6]). Meanwhile, branched actin structures push against the membrane and drive cell migration ([@r7]).

For all of these purposes, actin has to interact with lipid membranes, and a number of in vitro studies have tried to elucidate the nature of actin--membrane interactions ([@r8][@r9]--[@r10]). One central outcome of these studies is the importance of the presence of charged lipids for the ability of actin filaments to adsorb directly to the membrane: F-actin generally does not adsorb to bilayers consisting only of neutral lipids, or partially of negatively charged lipids ([@r10][@r11]--[@r12]), consistent with the overall negative charge of actin filaments ([@r13]). In contrast, positively charged lipid mono- and bilayers are not only able to adsorb the filaments ([@r8], [@r14][@r15]--[@r16]) but can even catalyze the formation of F-actin ([@r8], [@r15]) and form stacked hierarchical structures ([@r17]).

Other in vitro experiments have shown, however, that actin can in fact interact with neutral or negatively charged bilayers ([@r9], [@r10], [@r18]). This contradiction may be reconciled by considering the presence of divalent ions, calcium or magnesium, in the buffer. There is strong experimental evidence that divalent ions can reverse the adsorption properties of lipid bilayers ([@r9], [@r10]), which is reminiscent of divalent ions acting as a molecular glue that allows F-actin to form bundles ([@r19][@r20][@r21]--[@r22]). A systematic evaluation of actin--membrane binding with respect to both bilayer composition and ion concentration is so far lacking.

In vivo, the actin cortex resides close to the cytosolic leaflet of the plasma membrane, which is negatively charged, mainly due to the presence of phosphatidylserine lipids ([@r23]). The linkage between the cortex and the membrane is thus realized by linker proteins, for example, the ERM proteins Ezrin, Radixin, and Moesin ([@r24], [@r25]), which can simultaneously bind to the membrane and the actin filaments. The mechanism of this binding is rather complex and depends on posttranslational alterations of the binding protein ([@r26], [@r27]) as well as the composition of the membrane ([@r28][@r29][@r30]--[@r31]). Divalent ions are ubiquitous in cells. The majority of these ions are calcium, with a concentration range of 0.1 to 1.0 $\mu$M in the cytosol ([@r32]), although the concentration near the negatively charged inner leaflet can be much higher due to the high binding affinity of ${Ca}^{2 +}$ to anionic membranes ([@r33], [@r34]). Interestingly however, calcium-mediated direct adsorption of actin filaments to the membrane has not been observed. There is evidence that cells couple the down-regulation of divalent cation concentration and F-actin networks, especially near the lipid bilayer. For example, the presence of F-actin is able to deactivate ${Ca}^{2 +}$ pumps ([@r35]), and higher than usual divalent ion concentrations can activate actin-severing and -capping proteins ([@r32], [@r36]). Similar effects can be observed for magnesium ions as well ([@r37]). However, why the colocalization of F-actin and divalent cations is suppressed by cells has not been well studied. Moreover, direct interactions between actin, divalent ions, and lipid membranes have not been characterized in molecular detail, despite growing evidence that buffer ion valence and lipid composition significantly alter actin filament dynamics in in vitro-supported lipid-bilayer experiments. The present work sets out to characterize the interactions between actin, divalent cations, and lipid membranes as a means to better understand their potential effects on actin-mediated cellular functions. Furthermore, an in-depth knowledge of these processes can be used as a design principle in biology-inspired build-up and control of artificial cell cortices ([@r38], [@r39]) that can be applied in the construction of synthetic cells.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a valuable tool to analyze these kinds of questions by offering detailed information on molecular time and length scales. Both G- and F-actin have frequently been simulated with respect to their dynamics and structural properties during actin polymerization ([@r40][@r41][@r42][@r43][@r44][@r45][@r46][@r47]--[@r48]). Simulations on an atomistic resolution are limited, however, to time scales of typically hundreds of nanoseconds, which may not be enough to study the processes relevant for actin--membrane interactions. Supra--coarse-grained (CG) simulations on the other hand, in which a single actin unit is represented by few beads, have been successfully applied to study the mechanical properties of F-actin ([@r49][@r50]--[@r51]) but cannot be easily combined with other cellular components. The Martini force field ([@r52], [@r53]) is a CG model that is located between the atomistic and the supra-CG resolution by combining on average four nonhydrogen atoms into one CG particle. It is one of the most frequently used CG force fields and has been used to model a large variety of membrane-related systems ([@r54], [@r55]). Furthermore, there exist extensions for protein filaments ([@r56]) and, recently, cytoskeletal components ([@r57], [@r58]) in this framework.

Here, we use the Martini force field to combine lipid bilayers with a newly parameterized model of G- and F-actin to study the interactions between these components. The actin monomers explicitly contain both adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and a posttranslational modification, a methylation at His73, that is abundant in many actin variants ([@r59]). The main goal of this work is to understand the influence of lipid composition, in particular, with respect to the net charge, and the nature of the ions in the buffer, monovalent or divalent, on the process of actin binding to the lipid bilayers. Furthermore, we compare the behavior of monomeric and filamentous actin to obtain insights into potential mechanisms of actin filament formation near lipid bilayers. To validate the simulation results, we conducted an experimental study of actin filaments interacting with supported lipid bilayers in a flow-chamber setup. In analogy to the simulations, we systematically varied both the composition of the bilayer and the nature of the buffer ions and observed a good agreement between in silico and in vitro data.

Results {#s1}
=======

Adsorption Behavior of F-Actin to Differently Charged Lipid Bilayers. {#s2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the interaction of F-actin with lipid membranes, we placed an infinite filament next to a lipid bilayer patch. A substantial water layer of around 2 nm initially separates the filament from the membrane surface. The bilayers consisted either completely ($100\%$) of the zwitterionic lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC100) without a net charge or partially ($20\%$) of either the anionic lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphatidylserine (POPS20) or the cationic lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (POTAP20). A snapshot of the simulation setup can be found in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental).

In [Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, the minimum distance between the actin filament and POPC100, POPS20, and POTAP20 is shown, beginning from the start of the simulations. We define the minimum distance as the shortest of all of the distances between the beads of the protein and the lipid head groups. The minimum distances decrease in the early stages of the simulation from around 2 nm to values below 1 nm, independent from the lipid composition. The reason for this initial decay is the preparation of the system: during the equilibration, both the filament and the bilayer were restrained by harmonic potentials ([*Computational Methods*](#s8){ref-type="sec"}) that kept them in a stretched state. After release of the restraints, the filament and the bilayer began to buckle, and hence the minimum distance between them decreased. However, qualitative differences can be observed in the way F-actin interacts with the bilayer: for POPS20, one detects strong fluctuations of the minimum distance and even significant detachment from the bilayer, e.g., in run 3 (light blue line) at 600 ns. In contrast, the filaments bind very stably to POTAP20 after 200 ns and display almost no fluctuations in their minimum distance to the head groups of the bilayer. In the case of POPC100, the situation is somewhat in between: the filaments interact with the membrane, but no stable binding mode is obtained.

![Results of the F-actin simulations. (*A*) Minimum distances of the filament to the head groups of the lipid bilayer as a function of time. The line colors refer to the different replicas of the simulations. (*B*, *Left*) Representative snapshots from the end of the simulations. (*B*, *Right*) Contour of the filament (highlighted in purple) and the bilayer (highlighted in gray), averaged over the last 200 ns of the simulation. The colors of the contour lines refer to the different replicas (*A*); the diameter of the transparent bars indicates the fluctuations around the mean. (*C*) Contour lines of representative replicas. The lines of the filaments were shifted by the average distance $\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ between filament and membrane (*B*).](pnas.1914884117fig01){#fig01}

To study the interactions with the different membranes more quantitatively, we computed the contour lines of both the bilayer and the filament. For this purpose, the average $z$ positions, i.e., the centers of mass, of the lipids of the bilayer and the backbone beads of the actin were determined at a particular $x$ coordinate and averaged over the last 200 ns of the simulation runs. Please note that, while the minimum distance measures the closest surface-to-surface distance between the filament and the bilayer at a certain point in time ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), the contour line represents a time average of the center-to-center distance. The graphs are shown, next to representative snapshots, in [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The contour of the filament displays some regular fast oscillations (wavelength, $\sim 5$ nm), which reflect the helical nature of the protein filament. To quantify the adsorption of F-actin to the bilayer, the average height between the filament and the bilayer was measured. These values confirm trends that were already observed for the minimum distance: F-actin approaches POTAP20 the closest ($\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ = 6.70 $\pm$ 0.13 nm), whereas the distance to POPC100 ($\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ = 7.36 $\pm$ 0.18 nm) and POPS20 ($\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ = 8.37 $\pm$ 0.47 nm) is significantly larger. Thus, the negatively charged actin filament tightly binds to the positively charged POTAP20, whereas it remains further apart from the neutral POPC100. The difference in distance between POPC100 and POPS20 furthermore implies a slight repulsion from POPS20 due to the presence of anionic lipids.

Another aspect of the actin--lipid interactions is the relationship between the curvatures of the filament and the bilayer. In [Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, the contour lines of one example run for each bilayer, the same as used in [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, are shown where the contours of the filament are shifted by the average $z$ distance between the filament and bilayer. Clearly, the curvatures of F-actin and POPC100 are very similar, whereas the contour lines of the filament and POPS20 are significantly different. In the case of POTAP20, as already suggested by the snapshot from the end of the simulations in [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, the curvatures of the bilayer and the filament closely match, thereby reflecting the shape control due to the interaction between filament and bilayer. The dissimilarity between the contour of actin and POPS20 suggests only weak interactions between both since they are not able to significantly influence each other's profile. The different behavior of POPC100 and POPS20 could be caused by two effects: either the presence of anionic lipids prevents the transfer of the actin undulations to the lipid bilayer or the increased distance between filament and membrane is the limiting factor. To clarify this aspect, we conducted an additional set of simulations of F-actin and POPC100, where $\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ was restrained to 7.5, 8.0, and 8.5 nm ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). We can thereby observe that an increasing separation (above 7.0 nm) leads to stronger differences of contour lines as the filament cannot effectively attach to the bilayer anymore. This implies that there is, rather independent from the exact composition, a critical average $z$ distance of above 7.5 nm, beyond which the undulations of actin do not (greatly) influence the fluctuations of the bilayer anymore.

Interaction of G-Actin with Differently Charged Bilayers. {#s3}
---------------------------------------------------------

For the simulation of G-actin, a single actin monomer was placed next to a lipid bilayer patch ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). The compositions of the bilayers were the same as for the F-actin simulations. Again, we computed the minimum distance between G-actin and the head groups of the different bilayers ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The trends for the actin monomers are similar to those of the actin filaments: G-actin shows a strong affinity to the positively charged POTAP20, whereas it stays more distant from POPS20. The situation with POPC100 is again in between but resembles more the interaction with POPS20. Interestingly, there are striking qualitative differences in the adsorption dynamics between the monomers and the filaments: whereas the minimum distances of the filaments display some fluctuations, whereby the magnitude depends on the type of bilayer, in each case, F-actin resides close to the bilayer. G-actin, on the contrary, shows many binding and unbinding events. This is even true for POTAP20. Our observation is in agreement with fluorescence measurements of actin next to cationic monolayers, which revealed no detectable adsorption of G-actin to the membrane but strong binding of F-actin ([@r16]). The binding dynamics are thus much more transient for G-actin, in contrast to the rather static interaction between F-actin and the lipid bilayers.

![Results of the G-actin simulations. (*A*) Minimum distances of the actin monomer to the head groups of the lipid bilayer as a function of time. The solid lines indicate the average values. (*B*, *Left*) Representative snapshot of G-actin interacting with POTAP20 from the end of the simulation. (*B*, *Middle*) G-actin density with respect to the bilayer normal, averaged over the last 9 $\mu$s of the simulation. The colors of the lines refer to the simulations with POPC100 (black), POPS20 (red), and POTAP20 (blue), respectively. The blue area indicates the mean fluctuations of the actin density around the average. The green area represents the head group region of the bilayer, the gray area the center of the lipid bilayer. (*B*, *Right*) Statistics of the binding events (minimum distance $< 0.75$ nm). *Inset* depicts the defined surfaces (in purple and yellow) and the N terminus within the front surface (red). (*C*) Minimum distances of the actin monomer to the head groups of the lipid bilayer as a function of time for the simulations containing 75 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$. The solid lines indicate the average values. (*D*) Radial distribution function of cations around G-actin for 150 mM KCl (black, red, and blue) and 75 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$ (light blue).](pnas.1914884117fig02){#fig02}

In [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, the protein densities, averaged over the last $9\,\mu\text{s}$ of the simulation, are shown relative to the normal of the lipid bilayers (indicated as green and gray areas). Please note that, due to the periodic boundary conditions, actin can access the bilayer from both sides. The actin monomer remains distant from POPC100 (average: 6.38 nm) and POPS20 (average: 6.46 nm); the exact values may not be meaningful, however, since they are likely determined by the finite size of the simulation box. The density distribution of POPC100 is slightly wider than that of POPS20 (which can also be seen by the lower maximum of the normalized density distribution), which reflects that G-actin can approach POPC100 slightly closer, hence indicating a somewhat higher affinity of G-actin to the neutral than to the negatively charged bilayer. The highest affinity can be observed for POTAP20: here, G-actin resides at an average distance of $5.67 \pm 1.33$ nm.

As G-actin is roughly rectangular in shape, it contains two major surfaces: the "front" surface, where the amino terminus (N terminus) is located, and the opposing "back" surface ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). To determine whether one of these surfaces preferentially binds to the bilayer, we computed the relative number of binding events for each side. We define a binding event as an event in which the minimum distance between the protein and the bilayer is $< 0.75$ nm; the choice of a smaller cutoff does not significantly change the statistics. The results of the analysis are shown in [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*. In agreement with the observations in [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, G-actin adsorbs to POTAP20 much more often than to any of the other lipid bilayers. More than $80\%$ of the binding events occur via the front of actin. Of particular importance is the polyanionic N terminus of actin (residues 1 to 4; sequence: DEDE), which is involved in $20\%$ of binding events. The N terminus attaches to the surface of the membrane and inserts only weakly in the head group region of POTAP20 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). The difference between the front and the back side is less pronounced with POPC100 or even slightly reversed in the case of POPS20. For both of these membranes, the N terminus does not play a significant role during the adsorption events. In [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental), it is shown that the same trends can be observed for adenosine diphosphate (ADP)-containing monomers as well ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). The adsorption of actin to POTAP20 and the depletion from POPS20 is, however, slightly less pronounced, which is in line with the less negative net charge of the protein.

To explore the dependence of the adsorption behavior to cationic membranes on the charge density, we performed 10 replicas of POPC bilayers that contain either 10, 20, or 40% POTAP ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). For all concentrations, the transient nature of the G-actin adsorption remains. In some occasions, especially for 40% POTAP, we could observe a more stable binding mode that persisted for several microseconds. In this conformation, G-actin adsorbs via the "flap" (residues 236 to 251) to the bilayer and exposes its barbed end to the buffer; a snapshot can be seen in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental). We note, however, that although this conformation is rather persistent on the time scale of our simulations, the adsorption is still reversible.

Influence of Divalent Ions on the Actin--Bilayer Interactions. {#s4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In order to explore whether the buffer cations influence the interactions between actin and the bilayers, we performed additional simulations where the 150 mM KCl solution was replaced by 75 mM ${MgCl}_{2}$, therefore keeping the total number of positive charges in the buffer constant. The minimum distances between G-actin and the bilayer are shown in [Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. For POPC100Mg75, the interaction between the protein and the bilayer is very similar to the case with 150 mM KCl, although it appears that, indicated by the slightly increased average value of the minimum distance compared to [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, G-actin is slightly less attracted by the bilayer. The same holds for POPS20Mg75, to which G-actin does not adsorb. The biggest differences can be observed for POTAP20Mg75: whereas the actin monomer had a clear tendency to remain close to POTAP20 in the presence of KCl, it shows no affinity to the bilayer in the presence of ${MgCl}_{2}$ whatsoever. The divalent ions thus inhibit the attraction of the negatively charged actin to the positively charged membrane.

To explore the differences due to the buffer ions in solution in more detail, we computed the radial distribution of cations around the protein for both types of ions ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). There, striking differences become apparent: whereas $K^{+}$ only shows a weak affinity to G-actin, one can observe a high density of ${Mg}^{2 +}$ around the protein. In particular, we observe that the affinity of divalent ions to the N terminus is massively increased as compared to the affinity of the monovalent ions ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). In the case of POTAP20, where we observed the interaction with the negatively charged N terminus to be critically important for membrane binding, this accumulation of ${Mg}^{2 +}$ impairs actin adsorption. In the case of POPS20, on the other hand, the cationic shell is much less pronounced because G-actin competes with the negative charges of the bilayer for the magnesium ions. Hence, an inversion of the electrostatic properties, as it is observed for the system with POTAP20, cannot be achieved.

Finally, we performed a single simulation of F-actin for each bilayer in the presence of ${MgCl}_{2}$ to explore how the trends detected for the monomers transfer to the filaments. Snapshots from the end of these simulations as well as their (shifted) contour line along the $x$ axis are shown in [Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. For POPC100Mg75 and POTAP20Mg75, the simulations are in agreement with what has been observed for the monomers: F-actin cannot attach to POPC100 nor POTAP20 in the presence of divalent ions, and the curvatures of filament and bilayer are distinctly different. For POPS20Mg75, however, the filament can adsorb to the bilayer and adjust its shape. The reason for the adsorption to POPS20 can be found in the distribution of ${Mg}^{2 +}$ around the filaments [Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}: we find that magnesium prefers to reside next to anionic residues of the filament thereby screening their negative charges. This behavior is not observed for $K^{+}$, which displays a much weaker affinity to actin than ${Mg}^{2 +}$ ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, cations (roughly 8.5 ${Mg}^{2 +}$ ions per nanometer of filament) are accumulated in between the filament and the bilayer, hence effectively acting as molecular glue. This behavior of magnesium bridging between two negatively charged groups is reminiscent of the mechanism of ${Ca}^{2 +}$-induced fusion of negatively charged bilayers ([@r60]). In summary, we observe that the presence of divalent ions allows to reverse the affinity of actin filaments to the membrane by inhibiting adsorption to POPC100 and POTAP20 but facilitating the attachment of F-actin to POPS20.

![F-actin interacting with the different bilayers in the presence of 75 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$. (*A*, *Left*) Representative snapshots from the end of the simulations. (*A*, *Right*) Contour lines of the filament (purple) and the bilayers (black, red, and blue). The contour lines of the filament have been shifted by the average distances $\left\langle {dz} \right\rangle$ between the filament and the respective bilayer. (*B*) Interaction between F-actin and POPS20 in the presence of magnesium ions. The anionic and cationic residues of F-actin are shown in red and dark blue, respectively. The density of $\text{Mg}^{2 +}$, averaged over the last 200 ns, is shown in shades of marine, going from light to dark.](pnas.1914884117fig03){#fig03}

Experimental Validation. {#s5}
------------------------

To test the predictions from the simulations, we performed flow-chamber experiments ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}): F-actin was polymerized from purified G-actin in different buffer conditions, which varied only in salt concentration and valency (5, 50, or 100 mM KCl or 2.5, 25, or 50 mM ${MgCl}_{2}$, respectively) and flowed into channels containing supported lipid bilayers of different lipid composition (100% 1,2-dioleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phophocholine \[DOPC100\], 20% 1,2-dioleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine \[DOPS20\], 20% 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane \[DOTAP20\]). Please note that the only difference among the simulated lipids (POPC, POPS, POTAP) is the degree of unsaturation of the lipid tails (fully saturated for PO; monounsaturated for DO lipids), whereas the head groups are the same. We avoided the use of crowding agents, which are often used in reconstitution assays of actin on lipid membranes ([@r61], [@r62]), to prevent depletion-induced unspecific binding of actin to the bilayer.

![Results of the flow channel experiments. (*A*) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. (*B*) Representative TIRF images of F-actin interacting with different lipid bilayers. The top row corresponds to F-actin diluted in a buffer with 50 mM KCl, and the bottom row corresponds to a buffer with 25 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$. (Scale bars, 10 $\mu$m.) (*C*) Quantification of F-actin attached to the lipid bilayers. Each graph corresponds to a different salt concentration (5 mM KCl/2.5 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$ \[low\], 50 mM KCl/25 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$ \[medium\], and 100 mM KCl/50 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$ \[high\], respectively). Each point shows the fraction of membrane area covered with actin in an individual TIRF image. Bars represent the average over the results from all images.](pnas.1914884117fig04){#fig04}

[Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows representative total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy images for F-actin interacting with different bilayers in a buffer containing 50 mM KCl (top row) and 25 mM ${MgCl}_{2}$ (bottom row). In the case of the buffer with the monovalent ions, we observe a significant coverage only for the DOTAP20 bilayer; both DOPC100 and DOPS recruit hardly any F-actin. Opposite trends can be seen for the ${MgCl}_{2}$ buffer: here, the adsorption to the cationic bilayer is greatly reduced as compared to the KCl buffer, and for both the neutral and the anionic bilayer, attached F-actin can be detected.

To get a more quantitative measure of actin adsorption to the supported bilayers in any given condition, we then performed automated image analysis on the TIRF images, where we binarized the pictures and measured the fraction of the surface that was covered with actin filaments. The results of this analysis are displayed in [Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}. One can observe two major trends: first, for monovalent ions, only DOTAP20 displays a strong tendency to adsorb actin filaments. DOPC100 and DOPS20 do not display any significant coverage with actin, independent of the ion concentration. Second, the presence of divalent ions reverses these trends: whereas increasing concentrations of ${MgCl}_{2}$ increasingly suppress the ability of DOTAP20 to immobilize the filaments on its surface, the interaction of DOPC100 and DOPS20 with actin filaments is enhanced, although the adsorption on DOPC100 remains relatively low. For the highest salt concentration, one can clearly observe a prominent adsorption of F-actin to the negatively charged lipid bilayer, whereas the positive and neutral bilayer are only weakly covered.

It is worth noting that all of these experiments were done on supported lipid bilayers, where the supporting substrate can sometimes influence membrane fluidity or induce compositional asymmetry between the two leaflets ([@r63][@r64]--[@r65]). We therefore also performed some qualitative experiments where we eliminated the solid support and worked with giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) instead (see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental) and [Movies S1--S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). To assess actin adhesion to these free-standing membranes, we coated polystyrene beads with F-actin and pushed them against the GUV membranes using optical tweezers. By pulling the beads back from the GUV, we could directly test whether the membrane adhered to the actin-covered beads. Again, this showed the same trends: positively charged membranes in predominantly monovalent buffers strongly adhered to the beads, while negatively charged ones did not. In predominantly divalent buffer conditions, the DOPS and DOPC membranes displayed a moderate adhesion to the GUVs, which is consistent with the observations on supported bilayers.

Discussion and Conclusion {#s6}
=========================

For F-actin in a buffer with monovalent ions, the results of our CG simulations are in line with our experimental data: we observe that actin filaments have a strong tendency to adsorb to positively charged bilayers, whereas they do not display an affinity to anionic membranes. The attachment to the neutral bilayer in simulations is weaker than to the cationic one, in line with the experimental observations.

With respect to cationic bilayers, we find in our simulations that G-actin is not immobilized on the surface but transiently adsorbs. This observation is true over a wide range of POTAP concentrations as well and explains previous fluorescence measurements showing the absence of G-actin on cationic monolayers ([@r16]). In the vast majority of occasions, G-actin adsorption takes place via the "front" surface of actin that contains the strongly negatively charged N terminus. In the actin filament, this surface is facing outward and has been identified to sequester calcium ions in actin bundles ([@r22]). The binding of actin to the positively charged membrane via the N terminus is furthermore similar to the attachment of the prokaryotic actin analog MreB to *Echerichia coli* membranes, which is realized by an amphiphilic helix that is located at the N terminus of the protein as well. A different, more persistent, conformation in which the binding takes place via the slow growing end of actin was detected in some cases, especially for larger POTAP concentrations.

The observation that G-actin only binds membranes transiently helps to explain the experimentally detected catalytic growth of F-actin on cationic membranes under buffer conditions that were otherwise unsuitable ([@r8]): the authors of ref. [@r8] claim that the origin of the filament formation is G-actin adsorption to the bilayer and subsequent in-plane (two-dimensional) assembly of filaments ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). Our results, however, imply that actin monomers are not strongly attached to the bilayer but are oriented in a way that facilitates the formation of the filament ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). In this context, the occasionally observed second binding mode could be of some importance for the formation of an F-actin nucleus as it orients G-actin in a way that exposes the fast-growing end. Since the growth direction is however facing away from the bilayer, it is unlikely to facilitate growth of the filament beyond its initial assembly. As the majority of monomers are still mobile and can approach the prealigned G-actin units in their preferred orientation, this mechanism can explain how actin is still able to form well-ordered helical filaments near the cationic bilayer ([@r8], [@r17]). By contrast, in the adsorption scenario, the motion of the actin units is restricted to a plane, which would likely cause the filaments to be more disordered.

![Schematic interactions of actin and different membranes. (*A*) Mechanism of F-actin (purple) formation in the presence of a positively charged bilayer (blue). (*A*, *Left*) Mechanism suggested in ref. [@r8]. (*A*, *Right*) Mechanism suggested by our simulations. (*B*) Lateral view on the possible arrangement of plasma membrane (light gray), ERM protein (shades of green), and F-actin (purple): with the linker domain of the ERM protein acting as a "fishing line" (*Left*) and with the linker domain wrapping around F-actin (*Right*).](pnas.1914884117fig05){#fig05}

An interesting microscopic detail identified in our simulation is the average distance between the actin filaments and POPC100 and POPS20: while the distances differ only by roughly 1 nm, we find that F-actin controls the curvature of POPC100 but not of POPS20. This observation implies a critical distance of the respective centers of geometry between 7.4 and 8.4 nm, beyond which actin filaments are able, without any linker proteins, to bend the underlying bilayer. Increasing the separation of F-actin POPC100 above 7.5 nm demonstrates indeed that the shape control becomes less efficient. Furthermore, we find that F-actin, although not being adsorbed, still resides relatively close to the negatively charged bilayer. Since this distance range is consistent with the interaction length scale of the actin cortex with the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane of a cell, our findings strongly suggest that membrane interactions of actin may affect the anchoring function of actin--membrane linker proteins. For example, atomic force microscopy revealed that the membrane adapter of ERM proteins, the primary anchors for the actin cortex, extends 3.0 to 3.5 nm from the surface of a lipid bilayer into the buffer ([@r66]), whereas the linker domains of these proteins can reach up to 25 nm ([@r24]). The arrangement of the plasma membrane, ERM proteins, and F-actin is often depicted in a way that the filament is quite distant from the membrane and the linker of the ERM protein acts a "fishing line" for the actin filament ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). Our results imply, however, that, despite the electrostatic repulsion, the actin filament can still approach negatively charged bilayers up to relatively close distances. Such a positioning would be consistent with small-angle neutron-scattering results that suggest the linker part of ERM proteins is partially wrapping around actin ([@r67]) rather than dangling in the cytosol ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*).

Finally, we studied the different binding properties of G- and F-actin in relation to the nature of the buffer cations. We found that the presence of divalent ions can alter the binding affinity of G-actin, which we can explain due to the very high affinity of the magnesium ions to the protein, in particular to the negatively charged N terminus, that effectively shield the negative charges of actin from interacting with the bilayers. In the case of POTAP20, this leads to an impairment of the transient adsorption of G-actin to the cationic membrane. For F-actin, we find both in simulation and experiment that an increasing concentration of divalent ions reduces the affinity of actin for the cationic lipid bilayer, whereas the affinity to anionic bilayers is enhanced. Based on the in silico results, we suggest a scenario where the divalent ions act as a molecular glue between the negatively charged filament and bilayer. This observation is reminiscent of the action of divalent cations as bundling agents for actin filaments ([@r19][@r20][@r21]--[@r22]).

In eukaryotic cells, there exist several control mechanisms to either suppress the amount of divalent ions in the presence of F-actin ([@r35]) or sever actin filaments ([@r37]) and avoid repolymerization ([@r32], [@r36]) in the presence of divalent ions. The existence of the ion-mediated direct binding of actin filaments may be one of the reasons why cells developed these functionalities, especially considering the fact that direct binding of cortical proteins can be observed in prokaryotic cells ([@r68], [@r69]). On the other hand, for the de novo design of synthetic cells, direct actin binding may be utilized for the construction of artifical cell cortices ([@r39]). Our findings suggest two routes that can be explored: a potential plasma membrane could either contain cationic lipids in absence of divalent ions or anionic lipids in the presence of divalent ions. In both cases, the control of the ion concentration can be used to modulate the adsorption between the cortex and the membrane, hence allowing tuning of the rigidity and, potentially, the shape of the cell.

In summary, our in vitro and in silico results highlight the importance of electrostatic interactions on the actin--membrane binding process. Both the composition of the bilayer and the nature of buffer ions are thereby of crucial relevance. Our simulations indicate that these trends are more pronounced for actin filaments than for actin monomers, which may impact the mechanism of filament formation in the presence of lipid bilayers.

Materials and Methods {#s7}
=====================

Computational Methods. {#s8}
----------------------

The MD simulations discussed throughout this article are based on the Martini force field ([@r52], [@r53]). The main concept of the Martini model is the mapping of on average four atoms (except for hydrogen) on one CG bead. The nonbonded interactions of the beads are determined by classifying the fragments inside each bead according to their chemical nature, e.g., polar, nonpolar, charged (see refs. [@r52] and [@r53] for details). This model has been extensively tested in a variety of situations ([@r53]).

The model for the G-actin was based on the Martini force field for proteins ([@r70][@r71]--[@r72]). Due to the anticipated importance of electrostatic interactions between actin and the lipid bilayer, the polarizable variant of the force field (Martini 2.1P) was chosen ([@r72], [@r73]). The structure of the monomeric G-actin containing ATP was adapted from the crystal structure of Graceffa and Dominguez ([@r74]) (Protein Data Bank \[PDB\] ID code 1nwk). The protein was completed by reconstructing the missing terminal residues (residues 1 to 5 and 372 to 375) as random coils with the program pymol ([@r75]) and transferring the coordinates of the DNase-binding loop (residues 40 to 57), that was not present in the 1nwk structure, from the structure of the actin--DNase I complex (PDB ID code 1atn) ([@r76]). An elastic network with a force constant of $k = 500\,\text{kJ} \cdot \text{mol} \cdot \text{nm}^{- 2}$ was applied in between not chemically linked backbone beads within a cutoff of $r_{\text{C}} = 0.7\,\text{nm}$ to avoid unfolding of the molecule. Thereby, both the remodeled termini and the flexible DNase-binding loop were excluded to avoid a possible bias from the reconstruction. For the units in F-actin, the actin conformation reported by Oda et al. ([@r77]), which is based on X-ray refraction experiments on actin filaments, was used, while the force field parameters were the same as for G-actin; this model has been widely used a starting structure in MD simulation of F-actin ([@r45], [@r47], [@r50], [@r51]). No additional elastic network was introduced between the units of actin in the filament.

To test the mechanical and structural properties of our F-actin model, we computed the rise $r$ and the twist angle $\tau$ between adjacent subunits as well as the persistence length $l_{\text{p}}$ of the filament by applying the procedures detailed in refs. [@r41] and [@r78]. The rise $r = 2.71\,\text{nm} \pm 0.14\,\text{nm}$ and the twist angle $\tau = - 166.22^{○} \pm 3.94^{○}$ were in line with experimental observations ($r = 2.76$ nm and $\tau = - 166.6^{○}$) ([@r79]) over the course of the simulations. The persistence length *l*~p~ = 7.0 $\pm$ 3.0 $\mu$m is also consistent with prior experimental measurements of F-actin in the absence of phalloidin stabilization ($\sim$8 to 9 $\mu$m; ref. [@r80]).

Each actin unit possesses a posttranslational modification, a methylation of His73 (MeHis73). Additionally, the nucleotide ATP is bound in the center of the molecule, next to a divalent cation (${Ca}^{2 +}$ in the crystal structure, ${Mg}^{2 +}$ in biological situations). Since both can have an effect on the electrostatic properties of the molecule, we decided to model them explicitly in the CG model for actin: for MeHis73, the CG bead representing the methylation site was replaced by a charged bead (SQ0:+1), and the lengths of bonds connected to this bead were slightly increased. The model of ATP (together with its hydrolyzed counterpart ADP) was originally designed for this work. The mapping of the molecule was based on the recently published Martini model for RNA ([@r81]), and the bonded parameters were determined such that they reproduce a dataset of more than 500 structures from the PDB in which the respective nucleotide was cocrystallized. ATP and divalent ion, represented by a Qd:+2 bead ([@r60]), were eventually attached to the actin unit by a set of harmonic bonds that inhibit dissociation from the protein. A detailed description of the mapping and the parameterization of both MeHis73 and ATP (and ADP), as well as a list of the bonds that have been used to stabilize the cofactors in actin, can be found in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental) and [Datasets S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental) and [S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental). Together with the MeHis73, ATP, and the divalent ion, each actin unit possessed a net charge of $q = - 14e$.

The lipid bilayers consisted of the zwitterionic lipid POPC (net charge $q = 0$), the anionic POPS ($q = - 1e$), and the cationic POTAP ($q = + 1e$). The parameters for POPC and POPS were obtained from ref. [@r82] and have been widely studied for a large variety of different bilayers and membranes ([@r53], [@r55], [@r83]). The model for POTAP was varied from the model of DOTAP ([@r84]) by replacing the lipid tails with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl, in analogy to the other lipids. The differences between the different lipids are thus only the different head groups.

For the F-actin simulations, a 26-unit filament has been created according to the model of Oda et al. ([@r77]), which represents a full turn of the helical polymer. The filament was placed parallel to the $x$ axis in a 71.5 × 20 × 25 $\text{nm}^{3}$ box, where the $x$ length was chosen such that the ends of the filament could interact with each other across the periodic boundaries; this effectively created the model of an infinite filament. A lipid bilayer was built in the $xy$ plane with the tool insane.py ([@r82]) and placed $dz = 10\,\text{nm}$ away from the filament. An overview of the simulation setup can be seen in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental). Analogously, the G-actin system was built by placing a single actin unit 7.5 $\text{nm}$ apart from a lipid bilayer in a 15 × 15 × 15 $\text{nm}$ box ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). After hydration (see below), the systems contained 765,000 (F-actin simulations) or rather 70,000 particles (G-actin simulations). We restricted our simulations of the filaments to actin units containing ATP rather than ADP. The reason for this is that there is some controversy on whether the DNase-binding loop is folded to a helix or stays disordered ([@r44]), which can alter the properties of the filament ([@r45], [@r85], [@r86]). Since proteins in the Martini force field have a fixed secondary structure, this may create an unrealistic bias. However, because simulations of G-actin containing ADP displayed the same adsorption behavior as their ATP counterpart ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)), we would expect a similar agreement for ADP-containing filaments as well.

In this work, three different bilayer compositions were studied: $100\%$ POPC, $80\%$ POPC + $20\%$ POPS, and $80\%$ POPC + $20\%$ POTAP, hereafter referred to as POPC100, POPS20, and POTAP20, respectively. The systems underwent and energy minimization for 100 steps (only F-actin) by using the steepest descent algorithm. Thereafter, they were hydrated with a buffer of polarizable water ([@r73]) and 150 mM monovalent KCl ions, additional to the amount of ions that was needed to neutralize the charges of the filament and the membrane. To test the impact of the nature of the buffer ions on the adsorption behavior, we created systems that contained 75 mM ${MgCl}_{2}$ instead of 150 mM KCl; these systems are referred to as POPC100Mg75, etc. The number of positive charges in the buffer is thus the same for both kinds of systems, and only the type of cations was changed. Compared to the cytosol (c\[${Ca}^{2 +}$\] = 0.1 to 1.0 $\mu$M; ref. [@r32]), this concentration of dialvent ions is relatively high. However, since divalent ions, like calcium, have a very high affinity to negatively charged membranes ([@r33]), the local ion concentration in the vicinity of the plasma membrane is much higher than the average cytosolic one, in line with our simulations and experiments. The effects of ions on the properties of lipid bilayers are, even in atomistic simulations, notoriously difficult to describe ([@r34], [@r87]); however, the Martini model has been found to describe complex ion-induced processes like membrane fusion ([@r60]). Furthermore, as the interplay between the ions and actin is of central importance for this work, we explicitly compared the distribution of the ${Mg}^{2 +}$ ions around G-actin of our CG model with an atomistic one ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental)). Although some differences exist, especially in the region around the flap (residue 236 to 251), we still observe a very good agreement between both resolutions.

After another energy minimization for 250 (F-actin)/1,000 (G-actin) steps, the system was equilibrated for 20 ns (both F- and G-actin) under constant volume and temperature conditions (NVT) at 300 K, where constant temperature conditions were achieved by coupling the system to a velocity-rescaling thermostat ([@r88]). The G-actin systems underwent additionally a subsequent equilibration for 500 $\text{ns}$ under constant pressure and temperature conditions (NPT), thereby using the same thermostat as during the NVT equilibration as well as a pressure-rescaling barostat ([@r89]) with a time constant $\tau_{p} = 3$ ps and a isothermal compressibility $\beta$= 3 $\cdot$ 10^−4^ $\cdot$ bar^−1^ that was coupled to the system in a semiisotropic way to achieve a constant pressure of 1 $\text{bar}$. During the equilibration, the backbone beads of actin were restrained by a harmonic potential with a force constant of $k = 500\,\text{kJ} \cdot \text{mol} \cdot \text{nm}^{- 2}$. The production run was conducted for 1 (F-actin)/10 (G-actin) $\mu\text{s}$ at a constant temperature $T = 300$ K and pressure *P* = 1 bar. For the production run, the Parrinello--Rahman thermostat ([@r90], [@r91]) was used ($\tau_{p} = 12$ ps; $\beta$ = 3 $\cdot$ 10^−4^ $\cdot$ bar^−1^) that was coupled in a anisotropic (F-actin) or semiisotropic (G-actin) manner to the system. In the case of F-actin, three replicas were simulated for POPC100, POPS20, and POTAP20. The G-actin simulations were simulated for a longer time, as we anticipated a more dynamic behavior of the monomers and intended to observe multiple (\>1,000) binding and unbinding events. All simulations were performed with the program package gromacs-2016.5 ([@r92]). The simulation parameters were chosen according to the "new" parameters for Martini simulations ([@r93]). Notably, the electrostatic interactions were, as usual for polarizable Martini ([@r73]), treated with a cutoff potential and a dielectric constant of 2.5. The visualization of the molecules was done with the program VMD ([@r94]). The numerical analysis of data were carried out with the built-in routines of gromacs and the MDAnalysis program package ([@r95], [@r96]). The models and parameters of actin that were used for this work are available at <http://cgmartini.nl/index.php/example-applications2/peptides>.

Experimental Methods. {#s9}
---------------------

### Protein preparation. {#s10}

Unlabeled monomeric actin from rabbit skeletal muscle was purchased from Hypermol. The lyophilized powder was resuspended following the supplier's instructions, and subsequently dialyzed into G-buffer---5 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris)$\cdot$HCl (pH 7.8), 0.1 mM $\text{CaCl}_{2}$, 0.2 mM ATP, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)---to remove residual disaccharides from the freeze-drying process. The dialyzed protein was centrifuged at 120,000 $\times$ *g* for 3 h to remove any aggregates and then aliquoted, snap-frozen, and stored at −80 °C. Fluorescent actin was prepared by purifying actin from rabbit skeletal muscle and labeling the monomers with Alexa Fluor 649 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester ([@r97]). Both labeled and unlabeled G-actin solutions were cleared before use to remove any aggregates. This was done by thawing the protein, leaving it on ice overnight, and subsequently centrifuging the solution at 120,000 $\times$ *g* for 20 min.

### Sample preparation. {#s11}

All actin was polymerized under the same conditions: first, a mix of 10 mol % labeled and 90 mol % unlabeled actin monomers was prepared in G-buffer. Polymerization was then induced by adding a concentrated salt solution to obtain F-buffer conditions (20 mM Tris$\cdot$HCl \[pH 7.4\], 50 mM KCl, 2 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$, 0.5 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT). Polymerization at an actin concentration of 30 $\mu$M and in the presence of 30 $\mu$M phalloidin (Sigma-Aldrich) to stabilize the filaments was allowed to progress for 1 h at room temperature in the dark, and the polymerized mix was stored on ice from then on for a maximum of 3 d. The different salt conditions were achieved by diluting the F-actin mix into the appropriate buffers, which were supplemented with 10 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA) and 0.5 $\mu$M protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase (PCD) to minimize photobleaching ([@r98]). We used the same G-actin stocks throughout and handled the polymerized actin with blunt-cut pipette tips to prevent filament breakage during handling and thus ensure a reproducible length distribution.

### SUV preparation. {#s12}

Lipids---18:1 DOPC, DOPS, DOTAP, and 1,2-dioleoyl-*sn*-glycer-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (rhodamine-PE)---were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. Stock solutions of the lipids were prepared in chloroform and stored at −20 °C. To prepare the lipid mixes, appropriate amounts of lipid stocks were pipetted into a small volume of chloroform in a glass tube and mixed by swirling. Three lipid mixes were used: DOPC/rhodamine-DOPE (99.95:0.05 molar ratio), DOPS/DOPC/rhodamine-DOPE (20:79.95:0.05 molar ratio), and DOTAP/DOPC/rhodamine-PE (20:79.95:0.05 molar ratio). The chloroform was evaporated under a gentle nitrogen flow while the tube was continuously turned around a tilted axis. This ensured that a homogeneous thin layer of lipids was deposited on the glass tube walls. To remove any remaining chloroform, the tubes were kept under vacuum overnight. The fully dried lipid films were rehydrated for 20 min in a buffer containing 20 mM imidazole (pH 7.4) and 50 mM KCl to a final lipid concentration of 1.25 mg/mL. Subsequently, the lipid film was detached from the glass tubes by vigorous vortexing. The mix, which was now opaque and slightly pink, was then transferred to a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube and sonicated for 2 h in a Bandelin Sonoplus HD2070.2 sonicator equipped with a BR30 cup resonator. To avoid excessive heating of the lipid solution, the sonication was pulsed in a 15 s on/30 s off rhythm. After sonication, the clear solution contains small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). SUV solutions were kept at room temperature for a maximum of 1 wk.

### Channel preparation. {#s13}

Glass flow channels were prepared following a published protocol ([@r97]). In brief, glass microscopy slides and coverslips were cleaned with base piranha, and flow channels were prepared by sandwiching strips of parafilm between the slide and coverslip. Immediately after preparing the flow channels, they were loaded with the SUV suspensions and left to incubate for at least 10 min in a dark and humid environment to allow for the formation of a supported lipid bilayer. All channels were subsequently flushed with 10 channel volumes (CVs) of F-buffer (20 mM Tris$\cdot$HCl \[pH 7.4\], 50 mM KCl, 2 mM $\text{MgCl}_{2}$) to remove any superfluous SUVs. The buffer in each channel was then replaced in a stepwise manner: first, 5 CVs of the target buffer without any proteins were flushed through. Secondly, this was replaced by 2 CVs of the target buffer including the photoprotective PCA/PCD mix. Finally, 1.5 CV of the sample, including the photoprotective mix and 2 $\mu$M filamentous actin, was loaded into the channel, and the channel was closed with vacuum grease to prevent evaporation. We allowed for an incubation time of at least 4 h between loading the sample and imaging, to ensure sufficient time for actin filament adsorption. All samples were kept at room temperature and in the dark.

### Microscopy and image analysis. {#s14}

Dual-color TIRF images were taken on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with a Roper TIRF module, a QuantEM:512SC electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera, and an Apo TIRF 100$\times$ 1.49 NA oil immersion objective. In TIRF illumination conditions, fluorescent objects are only visible if they reside in the evanescent laser field, which decays within \<100 nm above the glass surface. This ensures that we detect only actin filaments that are adsorbed to the lipid bilayers. The imaging settings were kept constant across all experiments. At least 20 images were acquired at random locations throughout each channel. For each condition, at least 4 separate channels from at least 2 independent experiments were imaged, leading to a minimum of 80 images per condition. Image processing was performed in a semiautomated manner: first, all images were inspected and discarded if the membrane showed any defects, or if a diffuse background fluorescence was present in the actin channel. All remaining images were processed automatically using a custom-written Python script. Images were first cropped to leave only the in-focus and homogeneously illuminated central area of the image (300 × 300 pixels) for analysis. The images were then denoised and binarized. Details on this procedure are given in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental) and illustrated in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1914884117/-/DCSupplemental). The number of bright pixels was then used as a measure for the amount of actin adsorbed to the membrane in each image.
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